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Can Nickelodeon’s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles trust the devious Karai when she suggests a
plan to team up and destroy the Kraang?

About the AuthorDevin Thorpe thinks he is the luckiest person alive. After being "let go" from the
best job he'd ever had-as the Chief Financial Officer of the multinational food and beverage
company MonaVie-he and his wife ended up living in China for a year where he wrote Your Mark
On The World and embarked on the career he'd always wanted yet hadn't dared dream. More
recently, Devin completed his latest book, Crowdfunding for Social Good, Financing Your Mark
On The World. Now, as an author, a popular guest speaker and Forbes contributor, Devin is
devoted full time to championing social good. His current life isn't much like his past. As an
entrepreneur, Devin ran-at separate times-a boutique investment banking firm and a small
mortgage company. He served as the Treasurer for the multinational vitamin manufacturer
USANA Health Sciences years before becoming CFO for MonaVie. Over his career he led or
advised on the successful completion of $500 million in transactions. Devin squeezed in two
brief stints in government, including two years working for Jake Garn on the U.S. Senate Banking
Committee Staff and another year working for an independent state agency called USTAR,
where he helped foster technology entrepreneurship during Governor Jon Huntsman's
administration. Devin is proud to have graduated from the University of Utah David Eccles
School of Business, which recognized him as a Distinguished Alum in 2006. He also earned an
MBA at Cornell University where he ran the student newspaper, Cornell Business. Today, Devin
channels the idealism of his youth with the loving support of his wife, Gail. Their son Dayton is a
PhD candidate in Physics at UC Berkeley (and Devin rarely misses an opportunity to mention
that).
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Adapted by Matthew J. GilbertBased on the teleplays“Enemy of My Enemy” by Kenny Byerly and
“Karai’s Vendetta” by Russ Carney and Ron Corcillo© 2014 Viacom International Inc. All Rights
Reserved.Nickelodeon, TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES and all related titles, logos and
characters are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.Based on characters created by Peter
Laird and Kevin EastmanHigh above the quiet, shadowy streets, the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles—Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo—stood watch over New York City on
their nightly patrol. Normally, the ninja brothers would be scanning the streets below for any
signs of crime.But not tonight.Tonight, their eyes were on the skies. Leo looked through his long-
range spyglass at the skyline. He focused his lens on a facility a few blocks away that seemed to
be haloed by a spooky pink glow: the Techno Cosmic Research Institute, otherwise known as
T.C.R.I.After weeks of observation, the Turtles knew this was the secret headquarters of the
Kraang—extra-dimensional aliens that were hiding on Earth and planning something big. But
what?Leo broke the silence to give his report to the others. “Nothing happening at T.C.R.I.
—”“Yet!” Donnie added in a skeptical tone. A few days earlier, the Turtles had discovered a
secret Kraang storage device that contained a detailed file on their best friend—and Donnie’s
dream girl—April O’Neil. So it was no big surprise that his nerves were somewhat on edge
now.The same could not be said for Mikey. He was completely at ease, playing video games on
his T-Phone.“This game is awesome!” he exclaimed, mashing buttons. “The combat is so
realistic.”“You want me to make it more realistic?” Raph threatened, cracking his knuckles at
him.“Guys!” Leo piped up, taking charge. “Stop messing around!”Donnie punched in a few
commands on his T-Phone’s decoder app while he addressed his brothers. “According to the
Kraang storage device that I decrypted, some kind of scouting ship is coming through the
Kraang Portal tonight.”Leo glared at Mikey, who was still nose-deep in his game.“So we all have
to … STAY ALERT,” Leo said to Mikey even more loudly.“Yeah, you never know what could sneak
up on you,” said a soft voice from the dark.Before the Turtles could react, a graceful figure
somersaulted off a nearby water tower and onto the rooftop.It was Karai, Shredder’s beautiful
teenage ninja soldier.Leo locked eyes with her, remembering the last time he’d seen her: It was
in a secret Kraang lab. She’d double-crossed them, trapping them inside with a grotesque super-
mutant code named ‘Justin,’ a monstrosity made up of every kind of animal DNA known to man.
The Turtles had only narrowly escaped its clutches.“Cute, Karai, but I’m not in the mood,” Leo
told her.He didn’t want to admit it, but just seeing her stirred up a lot of old feelings. She might
have sworn her allegiance to their archenemy, but he couldn’t help admiring her skills.Ignoring
his words, Karai drew her katana and charged at Leo. Their blades clashed immediately. Leo
expertly fended off her attacks. With one swift move, he swung both his blades and knocked her
back.“We don’t have time for this!” Leo insisted. “Guys!”On cue, Mikey yelled, “Booyakasha!” and
the rest of the Turtles charged into battle.Karai darted back and forth, acrobatically dodging
each blow.“Booyakasha?” she asked, landing with catlike finesse. “What does that even



mean?”“I don’t know,” Mikey replied innocently. “But it’s fun to yell!”And with that, Mikey surprised
Karai with his secret throwing chain. She tumbled back, but recovered quickly. Showing off her
ninja prowess, she made quick work of Donnie, Raph, and Mikey. It wasn’t long before she
locked blades with Leo again and they were face to face.“You really know how to make a girl feel
welcome,” Karai taunted, putting Leo on the defensive. “I heard the scrawny one mention the
Kraang. What’s going on?”Leo lunged forward. “None of your business—”“And I’m not scrawny,”
Donnie interrupted them. “I’m svelte.”Karai refused to back down. “Oh, c’mon! Let me in on the
fun!”Raph had had enough of this. He stepped forward and tried to talk some sense into her.
“Look, we’re a little busy trying to stop an alien invasion here, so do us a favor and get lost!”Karai
paused, lowering her sword. “An alien invasion? Are you serious?” she asked with
concern.Suddenly, the roof began to rumble. The entire city seemed to be shaking. They all
looked up to see the T.C.R.I. rooftop open like an aircraft hangar. Within seconds, a saucer-
shaped Kraang ship with flowing tentacle sensors floated out of it.“This can’t be good,” Leo
whispered.The Turtles and Karai were frozen. The sight of an extraterrestrial scout ship flying
over New York scared them all speechless.Finally, Mikey spoke. “Ummm, guys … I think I need
to change my shell.”Adapted by Matthew J. GilbertBased on the teleplays“Enemy of My Enemy”
by Kenny Byerly and “Karai’s Vendetta” by Russ Carney and Ron Corcillo© 2014 Viacom
International Inc. All Rights Reserved.Nickelodeon, TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES and
all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.Based on
characters created by Peter Laird and Kevin EastmanAdapted by Matthew J. GilbertBased on
the teleplays“Enemy of My Enemy” by Kenny Byerly and “Karai’s Vendetta” by Russ Carney and
Ron Corcillo© 2014 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved.Nickelodeon, TEENAGE
MUTANT NINJA TURTLES and all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of Viacom
International Inc.Based on characters created by Peter Laird and Kevin EastmanHigh above the
quiet, shadowy streets, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles—Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and
Michelangelo—stood watch over New York City on their nightly patrol. Normally, the ninja
brothers would be scanning the streets below for any signs of crime.But not tonight.Tonight, their
eyes were on the skies. Leo looked through his long-range spyglass at the skyline. He focused
his lens on a facility a few blocks away that seemed to be haloed by a spooky pink glow: the
Techno Cosmic Research Institute, otherwise known as T.C.R.I.After weeks of observation, the
Turtles knew this was the secret headquarters of the Kraang—extra-dimensional aliens that
were hiding on Earth and planning something big. But what?Leo broke the silence to give his
report to the others. “Nothing happening at T.C.R.I.—”“Yet!” Donnie added in a skeptical tone. A
few days earlier, the Turtles had discovered a secret Kraang storage device that contained a
detailed file on their best friend—and Donnie’s dream girl—April O’Neil. So it was no big surprise
that his nerves were somewhat on edge now.The same could not be said for Mikey. He was
completely at ease, playing video games on his T-Phone.“This game is awesome!” he
exclaimed, mashing buttons. “The combat is so realistic.”“You want me to make it more
realistic?” Raph threatened, cracking his knuckles at him.“Guys!” Leo piped up, taking charge.



“Stop messing around!”Donnie punched in a few commands on his T-Phone’s decoder app
while he addressed his brothers. “According to the Kraang storage device that I decrypted, some
kind of scouting ship is coming through the Kraang Portal tonight.”Leo glared at Mikey, who was
still nose-deep in his game.“So we all have to … STAY ALERT,” Leo said to Mikey even more
loudly.“Yeah, you never know what could sneak up on you,” said a soft voice from the
dark.Before the Turtles could react, a graceful figure somersaulted off a nearby water tower and
onto the rooftop.It was Karai, Shredder’s beautiful teenage ninja soldier.Leo locked eyes with
her, remembering the last time he’d seen her: It was in a secret Kraang lab. She’d double-
crossed them, trapping them inside with a grotesque super-mutant code named ‘Justin,’ a
monstrosity made up of every kind of animal DNA known to man. The Turtles had only narrowly
escaped its clutches.“Cute, Karai, but I’m not in the mood,” Leo told her.He didn’t want to admit
it, but just seeing her stirred up a lot of old feelings. She might have sworn her allegiance to their
archenemy, but he couldn’t help admiring her skills.Ignoring his words, Karai drew her katana
and charged at Leo. Their blades clashed immediately. Leo expertly fended off her attacks. With
one swift move, he swung both his blades and knocked her back.“We don’t have time for this!”
Leo insisted. “Guys!”On cue, Mikey yelled, “Booyakasha!” and the rest of the Turtles charged into
battle.Karai darted back and forth, acrobatically dodging each blow.“Booyakasha?” she asked,
landing with catlike finesse. “What does that even mean?”“I don’t know,” Mikey replied innocently.
“But it’s fun to yell!”And with that, Mikey surprised Karai with his secret throwing chain. She
tumbled back, but recovered quickly. Showing off her ninja prowess, she made quick work of
Donnie, Raph, and Mikey. It wasn’t long before she locked blades with Leo again and they were
face to face.“You really know how to make a girl feel welcome,” Karai taunted, putting Leo on the
defensive. “I heard the scrawny one mention the Kraang. What’s going on?”Leo lunged forward.
“None of your business—”“And I’m not scrawny,” Donnie interrupted them. “I’m svelte.”Karai
refused to back down. “Oh, c’mon! Let me in on the fun!”Raph had had enough of this. He
stepped forward and tried to talk some sense into her. “Look, we’re a little busy trying to stop an
alien invasion here, so do us a favor and get lost!”Karai paused, lowering her sword. “An alien
invasion? Are you serious?” she asked with concern.Suddenly, the roof began to rumble. The
entire city seemed to be shaking. They all looked up to see the T.C.R.I. rooftop open like an
aircraft hangar. Within seconds, a saucer-shaped Kraang ship with flowing tentacle sensors
floated out of it.“This can’t be good,” Leo whispered.The Turtles and Karai were frozen. The sight
of an extraterrestrial scout ship flying over New York scared them all speechless.Finally, Mikey
spoke. “Ummm, guys … I think I need to change my shell.”High above the quiet, shadowy
streets, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles—Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo—
stood watch over New York City on their nightly patrol. Normally, the ninja brothers would be
scanning the streets below for any signs of crime.But not tonight.Tonight, their eyes were on the
skies. Leo looked through his long-range spyglass at the skyline. He focused his lens on a facility
a few blocks away that seemed to be haloed by a spooky pink glow: the Techno Cosmic
Research Institute, otherwise known as T.C.R.I.After weeks of observation, the Turtles knew this



was the secret headquarters of the Kraang—extra-dimensional aliens that were hiding on Earth
and planning something big. But what?Leo broke the silence to give his report to the others.
“Nothing happening at T.C.R.I.—”“Yet!” Donnie added in a skeptical tone. A few days earlier, the
Turtles had discovered a secret Kraang storage device that contained a detailed file on their best
friend—and Donnie’s dream girl—April O’Neil. So it was no big surprise that his nerves were
somewhat on edge now.The same could not be said for Mikey. He was completely at ease,
playing video games on his T-Phone.“This game is awesome!” he exclaimed, mashing buttons.
“The combat is so realistic.”“You want me to make it more realistic?” Raph threatened, cracking
his knuckles at him.“Guys!” Leo piped up, taking charge. “Stop messing around!”Donnie
punched in a few commands on his T-Phone’s decoder app while he addressed his brothers.
“According to the Kraang storage device that I decrypted, some kind of scouting ship is coming
through the Kraang Portal tonight.”Leo glared at Mikey, who was still nose-deep in his game.“So
we all have to … STAY ALERT,” Leo said to Mikey even more loudly.“Yeah, you never know what
could sneak up on you,” said a soft voice from the dark.Before the Turtles could react, a graceful
figure somersaulted off a nearby water tower and onto the rooftop.It was Karai, Shredder’s
beautiful teenage ninja soldier.Leo locked eyes with her, remembering the last time he’d seen
her: It was in a secret Kraang lab. She’d double-crossed them, trapping them inside with a
grotesque super-mutant code named ‘Justin,’ a monstrosity made up of every kind of animal
DNA known to man. The Turtles had only narrowly escaped its clutches.“Cute, Karai, but I’m not
in the mood,” Leo told her.He didn’t want to admit it, but just seeing her stirred up a lot of old
feelings. She might have sworn her allegiance to their archenemy, but he couldn’t help admiring
her skills.Ignoring his words, Karai drew her katana and charged at Leo. Their blades clashed
immediately. Leo expertly fended off her attacks. With one swift move, he swung both his blades
and knocked her back.“We don’t have time for this!” Leo insisted. “Guys!”On cue, Mikey yelled,
“Booyakasha!” and the rest of the Turtles charged into battle.Karai darted back and forth,
acrobatically dodging each blow.“Booyakasha?” she asked, landing with catlike finesse. “What
does that even mean?”“I don’t know,” Mikey replied innocently. “But it’s fun to yell!”And with that,
Mikey surprised Karai with his secret throwing chain. She tumbled back, but recovered quickly.
Showing off her ninja prowess, she made quick work of Donnie, Raph, and Mikey. It wasn’t long
before she locked blades with Leo again and they were face to face.“You really know how to
make a girl feel welcome,” Karai taunted, putting Leo on the defensive. “I heard the scrawny one
mention the Kraang. What’s going on?”Leo lunged forward. “None of your business—”“And I’m
not scrawny,” Donnie interrupted them. “I’m svelte.”Karai refused to back down. “Oh, c’mon! Let
me in on the fun!”Raph had had enough of this. He stepped forward and tried to talk some sense
into her. “Look, we’re a little busy trying to stop an alien invasion here, so do us a favor and get
lost!”Karai paused, lowering her sword. “An alien invasion? Are you serious?” she asked with
concern.Suddenly, the roof began to rumble. The entire city seemed to be shaking. They all
looked up to see the T.C.R.I. rooftop open like an aircraft hangar. Within seconds, a saucer-
shaped Kraang ship with flowing tentacle sensors floated out of it.“This can’t be good,” Leo



whispered.The Turtles and Karai were frozen. The sight of an extraterrestrial scout ship flying
over New York scared them all speechless.Finally, Mikey spoke. “Ummm, guys … I think I need
to change my shell.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome. Great detail and great pictures. Enjoyed the story and it was
very nice. Review by young reader with dad's help.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. my 7 year old grandson loves it.”

The book by Agatha Christie has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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